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7035 - Light Gray

5003 - Saohire Blue

7016 - Anthracite Grey

9002 - Grey White

6005 - Moss Green

8016 - Mahogany Brown

7040 - Window Grey

3003 - Rubin Red

8019 - Grey Brown

9016 - Traffic White

9006 - White Aluminium

6009 - Fir Green

SMOOTH - SLIGHTGRAIN - WOODGRAIN 

COLOURS
Overlap is made by 40 mm thick PU insulated 
sandwich panels with metal coat, available in a wide 
combination of colors and surfacing. It’s possible to 
choose the 12 RAL standard colors, RAL colors on 
your own choice or realize the wood-like in the 4 
standard wood colors.

Platinbronze Platinsilver

Overlap door, W 3270 x H 2580 
with 3 rectangular ventilation 
grids in the upper panel and 5 
rectangular ventilation grids in 
the lower one.

Overlap door, W 3270 x H 2580
twith 3 windows and 5 
rectangular ventilation grids.

GRIDS AND 
WINDOWS

HANDLES

Upon customer request is possible to apply to OVERLAP 
a double handle (standard finish Platinbronze), which 
permits external manual operating from outside , the 
double handles become mandatory in the case of a 
garage with no other access or for a manual door. To 
permit an optimal aesthetic integration, the handles 
are available in the following finishes: Platinbronze 
and Platinsilver.

woodgrain 
An embossed surface that reflects the 
texture of wood grain, a classic and 
eternal finish.

slightgrain 
A smooth surface with a little texture 
that gives to the color a modern style.

smooth 
A smooth and bright surface that 
intensify color and door style.

woodstyle 
A smooth surface which reflects the 
color and grain of timber.

Overlap is also available with a wide range of glazing 
options that allow you to illuminate the garage’s 
interior with natural light and to lighten the visual 
impact of the door. The OVERLAP windows are 
made of polycarbonate, lightweight and durable 
material available with bronze embossed finish and, 
on request, clear embossed or smooth transparent 
finishes. If the garage needs ventilation it’s possible to 
apply ventilation grids to OVERLAP.

Medium Medium-dark DarkLight

WOODSTYLE

SURFACES
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